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Euromonitor International, the international market
intelligence Ärm, reveals that colour cosmetics had
registered a strong growth in 2014. This was driven
primarily by mascara, eye liner/pencil, blusher and eye
shadow, amongst others, which grew by 28 per cent,
26 per cent, 25 per cent and 24 per cent, respectively,
in current value terms. The use of these products
became more common over the last year, due to
increased promotions carried out by manufacturers
such as, L’Oréal India Pvt Ltd and Hindustan Unilever
Ltd with its brands Maybelline and Lakmé Eyeconic,
respectively. Products such as mascara, eye shadow
and foundation, amongst others, not only started to be
used by more women, but the frequency of usage also
increased. With the rising number of working women,
the need to look good was very important and the use
of eye liner, mascara, foundation, blusher and lipstick
became a part of the daily make-up ritual.
As a category, colour cosmetics is expected to increase
by a value CAGR of 11 per cent at constant 2014
prices during the forecast period 2014-2019. This
growth is expected to be driven by the increased use
of make-up amongst women. The use of cosmetics
registered strong growth in 2014, as the need to look
good increased along with the rising number of working
women. This is expected to continue in the forecast
period, thereby driving the growth of colour cosmetics
during the forecast period.
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In this month’s cover story, we bring to you expert
predicted make-up trends for the season. Since we
kickstart the bridal season, celebrity make-up artists
from across India suggest looks and make-up products
that will enhance your ensemble and make you look
and feel like a queen.
In our Hair section, celebrity hair stylist and NAHA
Finalist 2015, Dallan Flint leads us down memory
lane and shares with us interesting information about
himself. Allen Ruiz, the Aveda Brand Ambassador,
had recently created a collection. A photo-essay like
no other, he inspires the aspirants to create hairstyles
that are wonderfully intricate, yet have a great deal of
precision, as well.
All this and more in this issue of Salon International!
Keep reading and writing in.

Cover credit:
Vinyl Collection by Allen Ruiz
Photography: Yulia Gorbachenko
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MAIN INTERVIEW

Dallan Flint
Adrenaline Rush of Creativity
Organised by PBA, NAHA is undoubtedly the most prestigious photographic beauty
competition in North America, celebrating the artistry and skill of the professional salon
industry. As the pinnacle achievement for professional hairstylists and makeup artists,
past and present NAHA entrants, Änalists and winners continue to push the boundaries of
trend-setting style. Salon India features Dallan Flint, who is the NAHA 2015 winner in the
Avant Garde category and he shares his work philosophy and journey with us
[r:kZ]aZgZO;aZmgZ`Zk

How did you get
interested in hair
dressing?
I did my Ärst competition in
Chicago at the age of 17 and
competed in three categories
which were, ladies, men’s cut
and style and fantasy up-do. I
was placed in all three out of over
300 students. That experience
was such an adrenaline rush that
I craved more. I wanted to learn
more techniques, buy all the
styling tools and hair products in
the world. I wanted to compete
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in as much opportunities as
possible. I was given the chance
at 17, and that lit a Äre within me
that still burns to this day.

What were the challenges
that you faced?
There are a few…be yourself and
break stereotypes. I was bullied
because I am a male hairstylist.
This profession goes beyond one’s
orientation. Call me the unicorn of
hairstylists I’m a rare breed, I guess.
When in doubt or feeling
overwhelmed, take it back to

basics and that is the best
advice I have got in a long time.
Sometimes you have to slow
down and take it back to the
days you were in beauty school.
Don’t over think it. There’s nothing
a glass of wine and a Åat iron
cannot Äx. And whatever you do,
always give your 100 per cent.

What are you doing
now?
I now work for Aveda Institute of
Dallas as the Lead Coach and it
has taught me patience.

MASTER CLASS

Colour Revolution with
TIGI at Lakmé Fashion
Week 2015
TIGI launches Copyright Colour in India at Lakmé Fashion
Week 2015 and wants all hair colourists to revamp the
colour game

T

Andy Cheong showcases the Copyright Colour palette at the LFW 2015
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IGI, the ultimate professional
haircare and hairstyling brand,
created By Hairdressers, For
Hairdressers, brings yet another exciting
offering for all stylist and consumers. The
brand launched TIGI Copyright Colour
in India with Andy Cheong, Regional
Education Director, Asia at Lakmé Fashion
Week Winter/Festive 2015. TIGI also
showcased an exclusive preview for
the media and bloggers at the launch
with Andy introducing the brand and its
exclusivity at creating indeÄnite colours.
After effectively transforming the hair
colour scenario in USA, Europe, Australia
and Malaysia, Andy Cheong announced
the launch of TIGI Copyright Colour in
India, across metros. For the same, TIGI
reached out to the top salons and invited
the hairdressers to be a part of the launch.
Through these sessions, Andy Cheong
took them through the entire range of TIGI
Copyright Colour and educated them on
the art of intermixing and various other
modern techniques for hair colouring.
TIGI speciÄcally invited Andy Cheong to
launch the brand in India. As one of Asia’s
most esteemed hairstylists, Andy is a
notable name who has been transforming
manes with his mastery since the past
35 years. His thirst for knowledge reÅects
in the ‘learning never stops’ attitude he
believes in, which has enlightened him in
assimilating the art of hairdressing from
various institutions of global fame. With his
wide array of expertise and interpersonal
qualities, it makes him to be a powerhouse
of talent and one of TIGI’s most valuable
assets. At TIGI he has imparted his skills
and passion by launching several Colour
and Trend Collections around the globe.

HAIR CARE

Hold up your hair with
KEVIN.MURPHY
ANTI.GRAVITY
Kevin Murphy, the SESSION.STYLIST has
always been passionate about using products
that do not harm oneself or the environment
and so the KEVIN.MURPHY line was born.
ANTI.GRAVITY is a weightless treatment for
oil-free volume and shine

K

EVIN.MURPHY, the global
leader in hair care known
for its fashion forward
hair care products, brings to you
ANTI.GRAVITY treatment. This
range will give the hair weightless
volume with an oil-free shine.
KEVIN.MURPHY ANTI.GRAVITY
and KEVIN.MURPHY ANTI.

GRAVITY.SPRAY is a non-greasy
formula that reinforces body and
gives a smooth texture to all hair
types with a long-lasting hold to
hairdos!
KEVIN.MURPHY ANTI.
GRAVITY treatment, with its style
holding properties creates looks
that truly deÄes gravity!

ANTI.GRAVITY lotion

ANTI.GRAVITY.SPRAY

ANTI.GRAVITY lotion is an oil free volumniser and
texturiser that adds thickness to the hair instantly.
This multi-purpose treatment product leaves no
residue on the hair and doesn’t make the hair greasy.
It helps hold the hair style for long, whether they are
curled or blown out and removes Åyaways while
adding strength. An excellent texturiser, infused with
honey extracts and lavender water, it adds body
and avoids limpness, while sealing in moisture. It
also softens hair, adds Åexibility and balances the oil
content on the scalp.
PRICE: `2,975 (150ml)

ANTI.GRAVITY.SPRAY is a nonaerosol weightless spray that adds
volume and reinforces shine on the
mane. Infused with organic lavender
hydrosol, it helps to achieve body and
a long-lasting hold. This ultra-light
spray is for all hair types and offers
extreme heat protection. If one needs
to create sleek volume with ampliÄed
shine, spray it on damp hair before
styling.
PRICE: `2,975 (150ml)

KEVIN.MURPHY products are available in India through distribution
channel or Headstart International at info@headstartinternational.in.
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TRENDS

LFW 2015
Runway Looks
Daniel Bauer, Make-up Expert at Lakmé decodes
the hottest make-up and hair trends from the Lakmé
Fashion Week 2015 held recently

N

ot sure of what’s the new ‘in’ thing in
beauty? We have got you covered!
Lakmé’s make-up expert, Daniel Bauer,
the man behind some of the hottest looks seen
on the runway, brings the top Äve trends, fresh off
the LFW 2015. Bauer says, “The high-street look
is inÅuencing the runway. Nowadays, make-up
and hair is all about expressing one’s personality.
I did 14 shows at the event and created looks
for renowned designers such as, Gaurav Gupta,
Masaba, Ritu Kumar and more”.

Playful Pouts
At LFW, signature lips are back
with a bang. Strong and playful lip
pouts were the dominant beauty
statement. Shades of the Lakmé
Absolute Lip Pout were part of
my essentials. From the Lakmé
Grand Finale to Nikasha’s show,
we created strong lips in shades
of rose and scarlet to bring to
light the intensity of the garments,
whereas for Hueum, we used
shades of coral to portray
conÄdence and style, which their
collection exudes. The overall
theme for LFW, ‘lived-in’ beauty,
worked for Masaba in a cool way,
where we used dark shades to
stain the middle of the upper and
lower lips. The look was perfectly
undone!
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Graphic Eyes
The graphic eyeliner is one of my favourites. It
has the power to turn a sophisticated look into
punk, just with playing with the line angles. From
the likes of Masaba, Mrinali Chandra, AM:PM
to the GenNext designers, I experimented with
different shapes and lines. Across these shows,
the looks were tailored for each eye shape
and the garment of the model. There are a few
special ways to work the graphic eyeliner – the
most important is to have a steady hand, the
Lakmé Absolute Gloss Artist eyeliner and a
precision make-up brush. I created a fun and
playful graphic eyeliner by applying dots on the
lower lids for some of the GenNext designers.
These looks were packed with personality, with
loads of attitude and brought together sexy and
irreverence in a contemporary way. It is easy
to achieve – just Äll the upper lid with a matt
eyeshadow and create a wingtip across the lash
line and extend, out and up, using a gloss liner
to create the contrast. Then with the gloss liner,
apply the dots. For those who want to take the
graphic eyeliner a notch further, strong brows
are back in fashion and by adding slight accents
of colour, one can pack in maximum punch in
the personality.

SKIN CARE

03+ Professional Presents
Agelock Luxury Line
As the season changes, so does our skin. Rejuvenate your skin with Agelock’s
Luxury Line of products and bask in the glory of compliments that come your way

T

he Agelock luxury line is designed with scientiÄc
expertise and pure Åower essences to give visible
results. Formulated and designed in Italy, it is curative
to all skin concerns such as, pigmentation, acne, blemish,
tan and others. Biological ageing, exposure to harsh
environmental factors, stressful mind, frequent travelling
can compromise the health and beauty of the skin. Each

formulation combines the magic of science and the wisdom
of nature which together bestows immediate and long-lasting
results.
We all have a commitment to our skin in winter, which we
abide by ‘keeping it moisturised’. Moisturising keeps the
skin feeling soft, supple and dewy, this easy one step beauty
regime is desirable to all.

AGELOCK FAIRMOIST
It enhances the complexion and gives an even tone to the skin. Infused
with the goodness of natural organic ingredients that re-create a ‘Åawless
glowing skin.’ Convenient and easy to use, this one step beauty regime
is suitable to every skin type.

AGELOCK VITAMOIST
Blended with vitamins and minerals it prevents the skin from ageing.
Along with moisturising the skin, VITAMOIST enhances the suppleness
of the skin by quenching its moisture needs, building healthier, Ärmer and
resilient skin. Healthy skin is created not only by nourishing skin as well
as protecting.
Agelock has two unique formulae to protect skin depending on the
lifestyle and concern of the skin.

AGELOCK ANTIOXIDANT SPF 40
It is apt for those who are exposed to the environment and have
marketing jobs or an on beach holiday. An infusion of organic ingredients
this sunblock works to protect and moisturises both the face and body
adding a healthy sheen to the skin. This SPF can be termed as extrinsic
product - protecting all the needs of the skin externally.

AGELOCK MULTIVITAMIN SPF 50
It is hydrating as well a perfect product for hormonally effected skins,
such as during pregnancy and menopause. Lightweight yet perfectly
nourishing a thirst quencher for dehydrated skin.

Price: `830 each
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MAKE-UP ARTIST

Meet the Bangalorebased make-up
artist, Zara Syed,
Director at Zara’s
International Beauty
Academy. She is a
young and dynamic
individual, who’s
craft is an extension
of her personality.
Recently elected
as the State
Committee
Chairperson for
Beauty, Karnataka,
Zara Syed has a
tête-à-tête with
Salon India
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Zara Syed
Zeal to Excel
[rLaboikbrZ;ZciZb

What inspired you to become a make-up artist?
From childhood I have loved playing with colours and painting was
one of my favourite subjects. When I turned 16, I was inspired
by Älms, screenplays and commercials, which actually made me
choose make-up as a profession.

What are the courses you have taken up?
I started from scratch as a freelancer and that is how I learnt the
basics, from facials to hairstyling and then Änally, make-up. I hold
international degrees from various institutes.

What are the projects undertaken so far?
I have worked on multiple projects such as, Älms, print and
television commercials, fashion shows, IPL, bridal make-up,
destination weddings and also teaching the art of applying makeup is one of my favourite projects.

SPOTLIGHT

Embrace the Change
Celebrity Grooming Guide
All men need to know that being rough and tough does not mean being shabby. We
encourage all men out there to be well groomed and Ät. Here are some pro notes from the
rising stars of Bollywood’s television industry

Rithvik Dhanjani,

TV Actor

Mohit Malik,

TV Actor

Look variation: I prefer changing my looks, especially my hairstyle.
My hair care and styling: As my skin and hair gets affected the
most, I carry a moisturizer or a sunscreen (Lotus or Lakmé with
SPF30). I use Pantene shampoos and conditioners and Jovan Musk
fragrances for all seasons. I keep it basic and simple!
My ‘IT’ team: I go to SAKS Salon in Mumbai. I also have my
personal stylist who has been with me for the past 10 years.
My grooming guide: Being well-groomed today is important. We
get clicked anywhere, anytime so we need to be careful of how we
are seen. My style is totally dependent on my mood – if I’m on a
vacation, I prefer a messy look, otherwise the clean shaven is my goto style.
My style icons: Hrithik Roshan and Brad Pitt.

Look variation: Be it my beard, hair, clothes or the shades I wear, I
love experimenting with my looks. It adds zing to my overall image!
My hair care and styling: I have been using Schwarzkopf
Professional and L’Oréal Professionnel products. My shampoo
L’Oréal Professionnel Sensi Balance goes everywhere with me. For
perfumes, I only use Hugo Boss, Armani and Prada.
My ‘IT’ team: My stylist is Venkatesh and he cuts my hair and styles
it no matter where we are!
My Ätness Äles: Being an actor, it is critical to stay Ät. I workout Äve
days a week, which involves body weight training as well as cross
weight training. I completely avoid carbs, but when I am not working
on anything particular, I go with a high protein and minimal carbs diet.
My style icon: Daniel Ray who has his own fashion blog and is a
well-dressed men. He wears the best suits that I have seen!
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